since 1978 -had overwhelmed the abilities of most agencies to keep track of the pool of suppliers. Additionally, newly-formed and often under-capitalized manufacturers could not afford agency fees.
The internet seemed to offer a low cost way for buyers and sellers to find each other. However, Ma was not the only entrepreneur to perceive this opportunity. During the late 1990s, venture capitalists armed with seed money found internet entrepreneurs, leading to a wave of B2B web sites. B2B websites became a major driver in China's e-commerce development.
Two models emerged for B2B web sites-vertical and horizontal. Vertical B2B sites concentrated on a single industry and were often backed by a collection of industry leaders. About 70% of China's early B2B sites, were vertical. Horizontal B2B sites provided services to suppliers and buyers across all industries, while generating revenue from advertising and membership fees. In 1997, China Chemical Net became one of China's e-commerce pioneers and the first vertical industry B2B website. Other B2B portals soon followed. Tradeeasy.com became China's first horizontal B2B website; MeetChina.com developed the country's first global B2B commerce site; 8848 combined B2B and B2C platforms onto one website.
Despite the number of B2B providers, it was not until 2002 that a sizable number of SMEs began using B2B platforms (see Exhibit 3). The late 1990s and first years of the 2000s proved difficult for China's budding B2B web sites. In Asia, the effects of the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis continued to linger. Overseas, the collapse of the dot-com bubble and the 9/11 terrorist attacks led to an economic downturn that discouraged new investment. 
Alibaba's early strategy
When Ma left his position with the government sponsored internet company, he certainly did not lack for ambition. Shortly after founding Alibaba, he outlined his goals to his small group of employees: First, we want to set up a company that lasts for one hundred and two years. Second, we want to establish a company that provides e-commerce services to China's small and medium sized companies. Third, we want to set up the world's largest e-commerce company, one that will enter the ranks of the top ten names among global Internet sites.
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Even the name of the company was a nod to Ma's ambitions. He chose Alibaba so the company's name would resonate in all languages and have global significance.
On first glance, Alibaba.com's basic model was similar to that of other B2B web sites: the website provided a space for suppliers to meet with buyers and do business together. Alibaba.com divided its offerings into two platforms: China Marketplace and International Marketplace. China Marketplace was meant for SMEs within China who needed to source materials in-country, meaning that suppliers in many cases were also buyers. 8 In a crowded and slowly developing internet space, Ma needed to distinguish Alibaba.com's offerings from those of its competitors. Like every new B2B site, Alibaba.com faced the challenge of building customer volume, as buyers would not find it useful to investigate a web site with few suppliers and On International Marketplace, thousands of Chinese SME manufactures were listed as suppliers. Global buyers were invited to peruse the listings to find potential partners. Both China Marketplace and International Marketplace were free to the public, allowing buyers to browse the supplier list. The company earned its money by requiring suppliers to pay registration and membership fees to be listed. The company also generated additional revenue by providing trading advice, marketing and promotions, and other valued-added e-commerce services. suppliers could hardly be expected to pay for a web listing on a site that attracted few buyers. And yet, Ma established policies that seemingly limited the number of suppliers listed to achieve longer-term strategic objectives.
To gain long-term success, Ma believed that one key was building credibility. Buyers needed someone they could trust when dealing with a faceless entity an ocean away. This led Ma to establish a stringent approval processes at the cost of quickly growing customer volume. "Small enterprises," rationalized Ma, "need B2B information flow support in a no-fraud environment." Alibaba.com developed a code of standards to regulate transactions between its buyers and sellers.
In addition, Alibaba.com established a reporting process that would suspend the account of any supplier suspected of fraud and warn all users across the site. Most competing B2B websites did not employ such strict measures for fear of losing accounts. But Ma maintained his strict selection standards. Alibaba.com's vigilance resulted in the lowest occurrence of fraud in the industry as their competitors continuously suffered from false and fraudulent transactions.
Ma also decided to focus Alibaba.com's services on the exchange of information between buyers and sellers. Other B2B sites at that time aimed to create a one-stop website that provided customers with information, logistics, and online financial transactions. Ma believed that "only information flow was strongly needed at this point… given China's current infrastructure [in late 1990's], only information flow service is realistic to be delivered to users." At that time, Ma accurately perceived that China lacked a nationwide commercial logistics network and had no viable credit system or third-party payment platform to conduct electronic financial transactions.
Finally, Ma encouraged his sales force to "focus on clients who really needed us" and targeted SMEs in southern China. These SMEs lacked marketing and channel development funds and had difficulty sourcing business leads through traditional channels. Alibaba attracted these manufacturers through a combination of low commission fees and its large database of business leads. As one of Alibaba.com's early users recalls, "I didn't know what a website or internet was, not to mention e-Commerce. But I knew I could sell my products on Alibaba.com at a good price and collect the revenue with no worries."
The tight focus on SMEs meant that Alibaba.com did not approach any of China's large state-ownedenterprises (SOEs). SOEs were a legacy from China's planned economy. They generally held a dominant market position and conducted business through quotas set by the government. Inside China, SOEs generally did business by signing annual contracts with one another. For international business, SOE's conducted their transactions through dedicated state-owned international trading companies.
Ma was approached by a number of venture capitalists offering to fund his start-up. Though desperate for cash, he rebuffed initial offers until approached by Goldman Sachs. Goldman invested $5 million in the small venture in October of 1999 and then a few months later, Japan's Softbank was brought on with a $20 million investment. This capital helped Alibaba.com survive the collapse of the dot-com bubble.
Alibaba.com, like all internet ventures, had a difficult time following the dot-com bubble collapse as revenue and customer volume tumbled downward. Nonetheless, Ma maintained the company's policies regarding credibility, its focus on information services and its target market. During this time other B2B websites shifted their focus towards more profitable areas such as mobile texting and online gaming, while others simply went bankrupt.
"We cannot give up our customers," Ma explained regarding his commitment. "They needed us to go through this difficult time with them." By sticking with its strategy and its customer base during the downturn in the market, Alibaba won its users' loyalty and "grow with its customers", forming strategic partnerships that allowed the company to leverage its existing clients into additional B2B business areas. 
Going beyond Alibaba.com
Having survived and thrived during the difficult early days of e-commerce in China, Ma sought to expand to other forms of e-commerce. He established the Alibaba Group to serve as the umbrella organization for Alibaba.com and a range of new web services and e-commerce web sites.
Taobao.com
In May 2003, the Alibaba Group launched Taobao.com to enter the Chinese C2C market. Taobao (a Chinese term roughly meaning 'digging for treasure') was taking on a significant challenger, eBay. The U.S. internet giant had entered the Chinese market in 2002 with its acquisition of EachNet for $150 million. By 2003, eBay-EachNet web site facilitated 90% of China's C2C transactions and served five million active users.
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Hoping to knock out its competitor in its infancy, eBay responded to Taobao.com's debut with a $100 million marketing campaign. To further strengthen its market advantage, eBay-EachNet also signed exclusive contracts with online portals and newspapers to promote the eBay site. EBay's tactics effectively squeezed Taobao.com out of China's mainstream media outlets (except television) as the fledging site had little money to match eBay's promotional push.
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Facing eBay's aggressive challenges, Taobao.com made its platform free to all users in contrast to eBay's "pay-to-play" listing system. Ma told his staff, "China has 80 million internet users. Among them, five million are C2C users, whom are now eBay's customers. We don't want to touch these customers. Leave them there, and we are going to explore the [remaining] 75 million users."
Taobao.com's offer attracted thousands of new users into China's C2C space. Ironically, many of these new users had first learned about C2C retailing through eBay's marketing campaign. Yet when deciding where to place their listing, these new users almost universally selected Taobao's free platform. Besides the free listing service, Taobao also boasted higher user satisfaction ratings than eBay-EachNet. By 2006, Taobao.com had grabbed 67% of China's C2C business versus eBay-EachNet's 29% share. EBay largely gave up the battle, combining EachNet with another online portal, Tom.
11 (Since 2007, eBay-EachNet has made a comeback, providing small Chinese merchants the opportunity to sell to its customers in the U.S., Germany, Britain, and South Korea.)
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Taobao.com's strategy, however, proved to be a double-edged sword. The "free-to-play" concept meant the web service had generated little revenue. The rapidly growing user base further compounded this problem, to the point that many observers believed that the Alibaba Group had to give Taobao extensive subsidies. The Alibaba Group did collect some revenue from advertising featured on Taobao.com. With its huge user base (analysts estimated in 2011 that Taobao accounted for anywhere from 55-80% of all C2C business in China with nearly 370 million registered users), this revenue stream could make Taobao.com a potentially valuable property.
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Alipay
Soon after introducing Taobao.com, Ma created Alipay to facilitate transactions on Taobao.com. Alipay was a proprietary third-party payment system that provided electronic transaction support. For transactions on Taobao, Alipay waived any service fee. However, Alipay could be used on other websites. "He [Ma] wanted to resolve the payment problem of the whole domestic Internet business, not merely to give Taobao a way to resolve its payment problems," an executive at Alipay noted.
14 Alipay proved very popular in China's growing electronic payment market, gaining about a 50% share of the market (the next biggest electronic payment provider was Tenpay with only 20% of the market). Since the Chinese financial system was far more rudimentary than the extensive credit system in the United States and Europe, online payment services were doing increasing amounts of business. In 2010, Alipay began experimenting with credit cards and voucher cards that could be used in bricks-and-mortar establishments.
In 2005, Ma spun Alipay out of Taobao.
IResearch estimated that more than $85 billion in transactions would be facilitated by these services in 2011. With its market position, one analyst estimated that Alipay would generate in excess of $1 billion in revenue during 2011. 15 Indeed, many believed that Alipay had already supplanted PayPal as the world's largest online 3rd party payment platform.
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Expanding Alibaba.com While Alibaba.com's early focus on information services successfully launched the brand, the Alibaba Group expanded its offerings to its B2B customers in 2006. To expand its business beyond a B2B listing service, the firm sought partnerships with third-party vendors and suppliers. The firm struck an agreement with the China Construction Bank and the Bank of China to provide Alibaba.com users with online payment options and a small loan program. Also in 2006, Alibaba signed a five year contract with China Post that granted Alibaba.com users a nationwide logistics network that included a fleet of transportation jets and rental space across China's major ports. Alibaba also partnered with other eCommerce companies to complement client-sharing services. With these alliances, Alibaba Group provided customers with a one-stop B2B service platform; a competitive advantage that further differentiated Alibaba.com from competing sites.
T-Mall
The success of Taobao.com allowed the Alibaba Group to launch yet another web site affiliated with Taobao.com named T-Mall. T-Mall ran in parallel with Taobao.com and allowed established vendors to offer goods and services. The B2C business was meant to complement Taobao.com's C2C service. As one analyst observed, "The consumer-to-consumer business brings the traffic to Taobao. Why would Jack Ma want to give that up? But, once they're there and like the experience, his hope is that they stay around and hit With Taobao.com's user base, T-Mall proved popular with merchants, with more than 30,000 signing up to create virtual storefronts by the end of 2010. Observers estimated that T-Mall had become China's leading B2C site conducting nearly a third of all B2C transactions.
Unlike Taobao.com however, T-Mall did charge merchants for listing their offerings on the site. Depending on the goods being sold, T-Mall had a 'take rate' of 2-5% of any transaction.
Additional e-commerce services
With the establishment of TMall, the Alibaba Group became the first company in China to do business across all e-Commerce channels (B2B, B2C, and C2C). This concentration of services provided a number of opportunities for finding synergies. For example, B2B users on Alibaba.com could sell their wares on T-Mall's B2C channel. Alibaba.com users were encouraged to use Alipay to settle their transactions.
In addition, the Alibaba Group continued to broaden its e-commerce solution packages including Alisoft, an online business management tool for its B2B and B2C customers, and AliCloud Computing, an enterprise cloud computing solutions, targeting the enterprise customers from the B2C channel. In 2010, the Alibaba Group expanded into digital marketing through a new affiliate site entitled Alimama.com.
Yahoo! invests
At the start of the Alibaba Group's expansion, Ma and Yahoo!'s CEO Jerry Yang began discussions about combining forces in some way. In August of 2005, Yahoo! announced that it would take a 46% share in the Alibaba Group (that would eventually dilute to 40%). In return, the Alibaba Group would receive $1 billion in cash and control of all of Yahoo! China's properties, including its search technology, its information and advertising business, and its authentication and verification service. The overall transaction was valued at $4 billion. Both Yang and Ma touted the partnership's advantages for their respective firms. However within a few years, tensions between the two firms would emerge.
In 1994, Stanford graduate students Jerry Yang and David Filo founded Yahoo!. The company became well-known for its human-edited directory of web sites and gained a loyal following among new users to the web. Even though the web was still in its infancy, Yahoo! recorded a million visits a day soon after its founding. With the success of its directory, Yahoo! began adding other information services to its portal, such as Yahoo! Sports and Yahoo! Finance. The company also introduced a text and e-mail service. In 2000, Yahoo! announced a partnership with Google to provide search engine technology for its site. As one of the most popular sites on the web, Yahoo! rode the internet bubble to extraordinary valuations in a short period of time. From its IPO in 1996, the company's market cap rose to $125 billion in just four years (see Exhibit 5).
Nonetheless, Yahoo!, like other internet companies, suffered greatly following the burst of the dot-com bubble in 2000. By September of 2001, the company's capitalization had fallen below $5 billion. Yahoo!, however, managed to stay afloat and added additional services including online shopping, travel booking and the photo-sharing site Flckr. In 2004, Yahoo! ended its relationship with Google and introduced its own search engine. As advertising revenue increased (more than 80% of Yahoo!'s revenue came from online advertising), the company emerged from its post-bubble lows and had a market cap of about $35 billion at the time of the Alibaba deal.
Yahoo! had entered China in 1999 with its web directory, instant messenger, and email services. While Yahoo! gained loyalists in China, by the early 2000s the company was losing share. Google was aggressively increasing its presence in China and local search engine Baidu was gaining clicks. Nonetheless in 2004, Yahoo! China still attracted 30% of all internet clicks in China and had 60 million daily users. Yahoo! CEO Yang, a native of Taiwan (known in China by his Chinese name, Yang Zhiyuan), continued to have high hopes for the Chinese market and invested in hiring local IT managers and engineers.
When Ma and Yang announced their deal, both sides cited advantages the combination of forces would bring to their respective companies. For Yahoo!, partnership with a Chinese company would give the company local buy-in and access to millions of subscribers. In addition, Yahoo! had great confidence in Alibaba's Taobao.com and Alipay businesses. Yang argued in Businessweek:
[T]his Alibaba arrangement is a unique model of partnership for us. We believe that to be successful in China, we absolutely have to have strong local management, and [Alibaba CEO] Jack Ma and his team are the best-of-breed Internet management team inside China. [Alibaba and Yahoo China are] probably the most unique basket of assets assembled together. We are combining our strong No. 2 search and mail businesses with Alibaba's first-place consumer auction platform, their leading business-to-business franchise, and their AliPay, which is their payment platform. It's the only company in China that has commerce, search, communications, and a very, very strong local management team. This is going to be a very valuable franchise going forward.
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For its part, Alibaba was entering a critical point in its growth. Though it had attained a dominant spot in the market, Alibaba Group's Taobao.com C2C site still required subsidy. In addition, Ma believed that Taobao could be improved with better search engine technology. Finally, the Yahoo! investment moved Ma closer to his aspiration to create a global internet company.
A significant portion of the $1 billion was used to help restructure Alibaba Group. Ma used the money to buy down Softbank's investment in Taobao and transfer all of Softbank's holdings to the Alibaba Group.
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Relationship Sours (Interestingly, Softbank and Yahoo! co-owned Yahoo! Japan.) Following the restructuring, the Alibaba Group was to be governed by a four-person board. The management of the Alibaba Group held two seats, with CEO Jack Ma serving as the board's chairman. One other seat would be allocated to Yang from Yahoo!, and a representative from Softbank (after the buyback, the Japanese internet holding company held 33% of the Alibaba Group). According to the shareholder agreement, Yahoo would hold 35% of the voting shares in the enterprise and be accorded an additional board seat if there was no IPO by 2010.
Within a few years, what seemed to be a mutually beneficial partnership, began to display tensions. Observers ascribed the growing rift between Yahoo! and Alibaba to a number of factors: thwarted expectations, the changing fortunes of the two companies and personality conflicts between the principals.
Yahoo! leadership was clearly miffed of what they perceived as the mismanagement of the Yahoo! brand in China. The Alibaba Group devoted few resources to maintaining and expanding Yahoo! China. As a result, Yahoo! China's share of portal usage in China dropped to less than 1%, dropping from 60 million daily visits to less than 2 million in a few years time. Other Yahoo! China businesses such as advertising were completely closed.
Management of the Alibaba Group were disappointed with the technological assistance that they expected to receive from Yahoo!. One key for Ma in the deal was getting superior search technology for the Alibaba Group's e-commerce sites. Yahoo! however failed to develop its search function. By 2009, Yahoo! abandoned its own search technology and contracted with Microsoft's Bing to provide search services for its web portal. In 2010, the Alibaba Group followed suit and contracted with Microsoft.
The companies' differences extended beyond financial and technical issues. Yang apologized before Congress in 2007 for turning over information about a journalist to Chinese authorities and then in 2010 Yahoo! backed Google in its dispute with the Chinese government over censorship and cyber attacks. On the other hand, Ma was adamant that companies operating in China must obey all Chinese laws and condemned Google during its troubles with the Chinese government. On the other hand, the Alibaba Group's fortunes improved each year. The various businesses Ma had launched appeared to be thriving (though it was difficult to know since the Alibaba Group was still privately held). In 2007, Ma carved out an IPO for the B2B segment of his business, Alibaba.com, and launched it as a semi-independent venture. The IPO was extremely successful (see below) and brought the Group additional capital. With China's economy and internet booming, analysts in 2010 were extremely bullish on the Alibaba Group's portfolio of web services -some valuing the enterprise at between $30-50 billion, if it were to go public.
Despite losing his post as CEO, Yang remained Yahoo!'s representative on the Alibaba Group's board. The relationship between Bartz and Ma, however, proved contentious. Reportedly in an early meeting between the two, Bartz berated Ma for squandering Yahoo!'s position in China. Ma countered that Yahoo! had reneged on its commitments to provide technical support for Alibaba.
Loveless marriage?
Differences between Yahoo! and the Alibaba Group made headlines during the summer of 2010.
Desperate to re-exert control over the company that he built, Ma reportedly approached Yahoo! management with an $11 billion offer to buy out the company's share in the Alibaba Group. After considering the offer for some time, Yahoo! turned Ma down. Bartz reasoned that Alibaba Group would be more valuable once Taobao.com or Alipay had gone public.
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At the same time, rumors were swirling that a group of private equity investors and/or America Online were about to launch an effort to take over Yahoo! or at least take the company private. Observers suggested that Ma was opposed to such a takeover since it could additional pressure on the Alibaba Group. One analyst argued: (See Exhibit 6 for Yahoo!'s accounting for its Alibaba Group investment.)
Ma is worried that P.E.s, in a search for fast profits, may push for public listings of Taobao and Alipay ahead of a reasonable schedule. Another concern is that Yahoo's stake in Alibaba might be sold to Chinese rivals such as search giant Baidu , or that P.E.s would force Ma to pay a high price for a stock buyback. "The worst situation for Ma is to see (Alibaba's) assets controlled by P.E.s." 22 Later reports suggested that Ma might join with P.E. investors to take over Yahoo!
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In September of 2010, Bartz suggested that she would take the fifth seat on the Alibaba Group's Board that would become available to Yahoo! in October 2010. A spokesman for Alibaba shot back "They [Yahoo] demonstrate a lack of appreciation of the Internet, the mainland market and business partners… Perhaps it would not be a bad idea for [Bartz] to concentrate her efforts on improving Yahoo's current situation." 24 Also in September of 2010, Alibaba.com reported that Yahoo! Hong Kong (a separate entity from Yahoo! China) was poaching advertisers from Alibaba.com. A spokesman for Alibaba noted that if this continued "We might have to further re-evaluate our relationship with Yahoo!."
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Trying to smooth over differences with the Alibaba Group, Bartz struck a conciliatory posture. "It's merely an investment," Bartz said of Yahoo's stake in Alibaba Group, "so all of this sort of commotion about a 'loveless marriage' is I think a pretty good headline, but it doesn't make much to do with anything." 26 In November of 2010, Yahoo! revealed that it would not be appointing anyone to take the fifth seat on the Alibaba Group's board (Jerry Wang remained as Yahoo's sole representative). "We have not placed a director there yet, mainly because things are going well," Yahoo! CFO Tim Morse said. "There isn't a dramatic need at this point to upset the balance."
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Initial Public Offering
Others pointed out that if Yahoo! did appoint a fifth board member, the Alibaba Group would be majority owned by foreign interests and Chinese regulations would make it more difficult to launch an IPO.
In the spring of 2007, Ma and the management of the Alibaba Group decided to sell equity on the capital markets. Before going public, the Alibaba Group made a number of strategic decisions as to what part of the Group's enterprises to put on the market, what percentage of the equity to sell, and on which market to list the stock.
What to put on the market was an issue that engendered some public debate. When word leaked that the Alibaba Group was considering a public offering, many people, including stock analysts, believed the IPO would include all of the Alibaba Group's subsidiaries. However, Ma elected to include only the B2B business, Alibaba.com, in the IPO. The Alibaba Group spent much of the spring of 2007 restructuring the internal organization of their respective ventures to better differentiate Alibaba.com from their other enterprises and allow it to exist as a stand-alone business. Ma explained the decision to "carve out" Alibaba.com as being "responsible to our investors. Alibaba.com was the most mature, stable company we have … we believe Alibaba.com is the only one that was prepared for an IPO at this point."
Management also decided to sell only a thin slice of Alibaba.com to the public, putting about a quarter of the business's equity on the market. Under the terms of the offering, 24.71% of the shares of Alibaba.com would be held by public shareholders and another 2.08% would be allocated to the management team. The vast majority of the shares, 73.21%, would remain in the hands of the Alibaba Group. The company was officially incorporated in the Cayman Islands.
The Alibaba Group also bucked the popular trend of Chinese companies listing on either the NASDAQ or the New York Stock Exchange. Ma opted to list Alibaba.com on the HKSE (Hong Kong Stock Exchange). One source told the South China Morning Post that Ma wanted to avoid stringent U.S. disclosure rules and that "Jack Ma is a Sarbanes-Oxley hater." 28 Despite Ma's decision to list on the HKSE, Alibaba.com's IPO still created corporate governance issues for the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). Regulators raised concerns about the independence of Alibaba.com's cash flow from Alibaba Group's other subsidiaries, and pushed Alibaba.com's management on how this separation would be maintained over time. While Alibaba.com's management managed to assure regulators, other observers and analysts worried that the Alibaba Group might transfer portions of Alibaba.com's shareholder value to support its other subsidiaries.
Ma also argued that "Hong Kong is also an international financial center… and the analysts here (in Hong Kong), with rich international commerce understanding, would know the business of Alibaba better." 
Post-IPO questions and concerns
Alibaba.com shares shot up dramatically from its already high IPO price in the weeks after the shares were listed. Ma explained that "Some investors who had missed out on Google's I.P.O. don't want to miss out on Alibaba's." 30 Some of Alibaba.com's attractiveness may have been due to investor confusion. Some investors may have been attracted to Alibaba's stock because they thought they were buying shares of the whole Alibaba Group, including Taobao.com, T-Mall and Alipay. Nearly three years after the IPO, investors at Alibaba.com's shareholder meeting in May of 2010 queried the management team on why it excluded Taobao from its IPO. As one local equity research analyst noted, "people have to think of Taobao whenever they talk about Alibaba's stock… excluding Taobao leaves both confusions and hopes, which might be a good thing for Alibaba and Ma."
Other observers continued to be worried about the relationship between Alibaba.com and the Alibaba Group, especially in the area of related party transactions. Eyebrows were raised when Alibaba.com purchased Alisoft from the Alibaba Group in 2009 for $30 million. In 2011, Alibaba.com was rocked by scandal. The company discovered that more than 2,000 vendors had been defrauded of more than $6 million. Chinese police arrested 36 people in connection with the scam. Though they did not directly participate in the scheme, Alibaba.com's CEO and COO resigned. By July of 2011, Alibaba.com had refunded nearly $2 million to victims of the fraud.
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The Alipay Controversy
In 2011, the Alibaba Group transferred ownership of the Alipay unit from the Group to a company owned by Alibaba Group's chairman Jack Ma. The transfer, disclosed in Yahoo!'s May 11, 2011 10-Q, sent shockwaves not only through Yahoo!'s investors, but also through the entire community of foreign investors in China.
A spokesman for the Alibaba group said that the reason for the transfer was the Group's beliefs that regulations from the People's Bank of China (PBoC) would prohibit any online payment company with significant foreign ownership to operate in China. As of May 2011, the PBoC had acknowledged that they were discussing foreign ownership, but had not issued any regulations as yet. Nonetheless, Ma maintained that for Alipay to be in the first group of companies that were issued such a license, the Group had to transfer ownership.
Yahoo! investors were surprised and angry at the disclosure. Many analysts maintained that Yahoo! should have disclosed earlier. One analyst wrote:
If Yahoo! knew of this transaction yet failed to disclose it, for whatever reason, investors could lose faith in other Yahoo! disclosures. If Yahoo! did not know about it, trust issues loom even larger, as one could conclude that other material transactions may have occurred and were not disclosed.
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The issue of when Yahoo! had first been made aware of the ownership transfer was an issue of some dispute. Sources at Alibaba Group maintained that the board of the Alibaba Group, including Yahoo's Jerry Yang, had been told of the possible regulations for years. For its part, Yahoo! maintained it was not informed of the move until March of 2011 and that it waited to disclose because compensation for the transfer had not been settled and that the situation was very complex. The sequence of events could remain in contention for some time as a group of Yahoo! investors had already indicated that they were going to sue management and the board for issuing misleading financial statements.
Beyond determining what Yahoo! knew and when did it know it, the transfer raised troubling questions for many investors about Yahoo!'s entire investment in Alibaba. Investors for some time had regarded Yahoo!'s stake in Alibaba as the most valuable asset the company owned. Indeed, some investors described it as Yahoo's only valuable asset. In a letter to investors, David Einhorn of Greenlight Capital disclosed taking a substantial position in Yahoo!, noting "We would not be surprised if YHOO's 40% stake in Alibaba Group alone was ultimately worth YHOO's entire current market value." 34 Given the transfer, some wondered if Yahoo! would be able to monetize any of their Chinese investment for its market value. One publication opined, "It appears that Alibaba Group is doing everything it can to get rid of Yahoo Inc. as a shareholder."
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Another analyst argued, "The casual 10-Q disclosure of the fact of Alipay's ownership transfer to a third party and the claims that management learned almost six months post factum are troubling signs that Yahoo does not have full control of the situation."
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In the wake of the disclosure, Yahoo!, Softbank and Alibaba.com issued a joint statement:
Alibaba Group, and its major stockholders Yahoo! Inc. and Softbank Corporation, are engaged in and committed to productive negotiations to resolve the outstanding issues related to Alipay in a manner that serves the interests of all shareholders as soon as possible.
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Analysts noted that such negotiations usually take place before not after a major financial decision is made.
38 During a meeting with analysts in May, Yahoo management was characterized as being "tense and defensive" about the transfer, refusing to answer questions about how the transfer came about.
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The Alibaba Group's actions highlighted the uncertainty of doing business in China. In commenting about the transfer, one lawyer told Bloomberg "Western businesses come into China and they want to know what the rules are. There's the technically correct answer, there's the practical answer, and then the third one is, 'Who cares anyway?' Sometimes the answer is 'Who cares anyway?' until you get busted." In all, Yahoo! stock lost 15% of its value in the weeks following the disclosure.
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In the same story, the Chairman of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce was quoted as saying, "There are cases where in actuality the government is operating on internal guidance that foreign companies don't have access to or discover after the fact. Or the guidance is communicated to them in the approval process orally and you ask, 'Where's that in the law?'"
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A businessman with substantial investments in China noted that Yahoo!'s experience scared investors in all manner of joint ventures with Chinese companies:
It's very concerning. You wonder if you are getting your share of the money or whether they're using the infrastructure of the business to do commercial activity that benefits them personally. It's going to be a big problem for China, because capital will stop going there if they think they're being cheated.
Ma criticized in China
Chinese businessmen seemed to be as concerned with the Alibaba Group's transfer as their U.S.
counterparts. Articles critical of Ma appeared in the domestic Chinese press. A Forbes writer Eric Jackson related:
In China, during my meetings, I was surprised that over 90% of the executives also had negative perceptions of Ma's actions. The Chinese tend to be more informed and less emotional than Americans in assessing what happened. Ma is seen as someone who is very smart, very ambitious, and very powerful. Most assume no actions he takes are by mistake. People tend to believe removing Alipay from the corporate group was deliberate, with the goal of furthering Ma's own agenda (namely removing or significantly reducing the foreign partners in order to increase the shareholdings of the management team). Several people expressed concerns to me that these actions could have negative consequences for them, as Americans grow less trusting of Chinese companies.
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For his part, Ma tried to put a good face on the situation, claiming that the actions were "100% legal" and that Alibaba was "100% transparent." He argued that when the matter was resolved there would be a "significant" payout to the Alibaba Group for the Alipay transfer. Ma also suggested that an IPO for Taobao.com was not far off.
In the beginning of July 2011, Ma gave an exclusive interview to China Entrepreneur Magazine. In an account of the interview, Jackson noted that Ma explained that in August 2010, the Alibaba Group had transferred Alipay from the Group to a Caymans-based Variable Interest Entity (VIE), meaning that while Alipay was not directly part of the Alibaba Group, Yahoo! and Softbank still indirectly owned the unit.
Then in January of 2011, the People's Bank of China asked the Alibaba Group to declare if they had a VIE connected to Alipay. Ma explained that through "special private communications" he was told that if the Group had a continuing relationship with Alipay, Alipay would not receive a government license. Ma then argued he had limited time to choose between three courses of action:
(1) Keep the VIE and hope the government changed its mind but risk having them shut down Alipay; (2) Maintain the VIE but lie; or (3) Terminate the VIE to comply with the government.
He chose the latter but claims Softbank's Masayoshi Son wanted him to do #2 and lie.
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Ma admitted that he had made a unilateral decision to transfer Alipay out of the VIE and control of the Alibaba Group, but that he was forced to do so since the board couldn't come to a decision. According to Jackson, Ma said: I admit that this decision isn't the most perfect one, but it's the only answer. I'm not saying I'm correct, I'm just saying I think I've done what I believe to be right… This matter [of transferring Alipay] wouldn't have even been approved with ten times the time. Why? It has to do with the ass-brains of these two [Son and Yang] . Son wants to benefit Softbank and Yahoo wants to benefit Yahoo, and they don't care who's going to take responsibility for this company… Every time we have a board meeting there are minutes taken, so they [Son and Yang] can say to their shareholders: 'This is Ma's responsibility, don't blame me.' In reality, it's giving me more pressure and bargaining chips in negotiations… Before, this fireball was in my hands, and they said nothing. I was falling all over the place, not knowing what to do, and now I've given it to them.
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Meanwhile, investors in Yahoo were jumping ship. Einhorn announced that he unloaded Greenlight's entire stake in Yahoo!. He wrote investors "The value of the Chinese assets came into doubt as the CEO of the Chinese unit 'hived off' a valuable subsidiary into a corporation that he personally controls. This wasn't what we signed up for. We exited with a modest loss."
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As negotiations between Alibaba Group, Softbank's Son and Yahoo's Yang dragged on into July 2011, Ma was faced with an immediate problem and a long-range concern. In the short-term, he had to deal with the Alipay situation in a manner that was perceived as fair and equitable for all the parties involved. In the long term, he had to figure out a way to deal with his foreign partners in the Alibaba Group so that problems like this wouldn't keep cropping up. 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Internet User (million) 
